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My image as 

a child of 

grandparents 





THEY ATE SEASONAL REAL FOOD.
THEY DIDN’T DIET
THEY ATE FOOD WHEN FOOD WAS AVAILABLE.
THEY COOKED FOOD AT HOME

THEY SPENT LOTS OF TIME OUTSIDE.

THEY ATE THE WHOLE ANIMAL

THEY DIDN’T EAT FOOD ADDITIVES, STABILIZERS AND 

THICKENERS.

Health of Grandparents then and now

Britain's newest generation of 

children is likely to live a full 20 

years longer than their 

grandparents, a report on life 

expectancy says.

Healthier lifestyles and 

improved medical science 

means on average a girl born 

today will live to be 82 and a 

boy to 78, figures from the 

Office for National Statistics 

indicate.

In 1930 it was expected boys 

born that year would reach the 

age of 58 while for the average 

expected lifespan for girls was 

about 62 years, The Daily 

Telegraph reported.



Greece
Language: Greek
Grandma: Yaya (yah-yah)
Grandpa: Pappoús (pa-poosch)
Fact: In Greece, most grandparents will live with their children’s family for their entire lives. 
Younger people generally don’t move out of their parents' home until they marry.

Japan
Language: Japanese
Grandma: Oba-chan, Sobo (oh-bah-chan, soh-boh)
Grandpa: Ojiisan, Sofu (oh-gee-sahn, soh-foo)
Fact: The traditional Japanese familial structure marks the eldest son as the heir to the 
family. This means that once his parents become too old to live alone, they will move in 
with their first-born son and his family to be taken care of.

India
Language: Telugu
Grandma: Awa (ah-wah)
Grandpa: Tata (tah-tah) 
Fact: Although family traditions differ across India, the idea of a joint family system is a 
shared value. The entire extended family often will live together under one roof—this 
includes grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins. Talk about a full house!

Cultural differences



Romania
Language: Romanian
Grandma: Bunica (boo-nee-ka)
Grandpa: Bunic (boo-neek)
Fact: Romania is home to the world’s youngest grandparent. Rifca Stanescu became a 
grandparent at just 23 years old! She gave birth to her daughter, Maria, at age 12, who 
then gave birth to her son at age 11.

Italy
Language: Italian
Grandma: Nonna (non-na)
Grandpa: Nonno (non-no)
Fact: According to Italian tradition, most parents will name their first-born son after 
his paternal grandfather and the second-born son after his maternal grandfather. The 
first-born daughter is named after her paternal grandmother and the second-born 
daughter is named after her maternal grandmother.

South Korea
Language: Korean
Grandma: Halmoni (hal-muh-knee)
Grandpa: Halapoji (hal-ah-puh-jee)
Fact: Koreans celebrate the “hwan’gap,” a traditional 60th birthday party with lots of food 
and a big celebration. Turning 60 is an important passage because the lunar calendar lasts 
60 years, marking the next circle to begin in one’s life. Party on!



Did you know your Grandparents?

What are your best memories of your Grandparents?

What are your childhood memories of your grandparents' house?

Research now shows children need 4 to 6 involved, caring adults in their 

lives to fully develop emotionally and socially.

The grandparent/grandchild relationship is second in emotional importance 

only to the parent/child relationship.



Present giving changes, what was 

acceptable may not be now.





It is often assumed that grandparents have no life of your own, and that 
they only exist to be called on when they are needed. At the same time 
grandparents should not miss the opportunity that they have been 
given, a chance for a relationship with the next generation.

Many of us like to be involved as much as possible, and we benefit 
from having close relationships with our grandchildren as a result.

A grandparents job is not easy. Grandchildren count on their 
grandparents to love them unconditionally to a degree that their parents 
may not be able to. Grandchildren expect their grandparents to listen, 
really listen, without judging right or wrong. 

Being Grandparents



As reported by the Mail

The £21,000 grandma: Grandparents who take on babysitting 
duties reduce the cost of childcare by £4,300 every year

By the time a child starts school, he or she will have spent more 
than 5,610 hours being cared for by grandparents

Average savings are about £21,654 over four pre-school years

A quarter of parents say without free childcare from grandparents, 
they wouldn't be able to work

The role of a grandparent seems to have changed quite a 
lot in the past few years.

Nowadays, it's often all about being a regular childminder



Our image of grandparents saw them as being old, needing looking after.
Has this changed ?
What are our memories of our Grandparents
What are our Grand children’s image of us





The youngest British grandmother was an unnamed 26-year-old from Rotherham, 

Yorkshire whose 12-year-old daughter gave birth in 1999.

The youngest grandmother in the world a 23 year old from a gypsy family

How old were you when you became grandparents ? I was 44, David was 48, 



Sharon’s paternal Grandfather 1896                                Grandmother b 1893 



Sharon’s maternal Grandparents b 1903 and Grandmother b 1906



David’s Grandmother b 1889
David’s Grandfather b 1897



David’s mum b 1925 and Grandmother b 1907

David’s Gt. Grandmother b 1884 and 
Grandfather b 1904



Active Grandparents




